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Abstract: Due to the increasing demand for battery raw materials such as cobalt, nickel, manganese,
and lithium, the extraction of these metals not only from primary, but also from secondary sources like
spent lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is becoming increasingly important. One possible approach for an
optimized recovery of valuable metals from spent LIBs is a combined pyro- and hydrometallurgical
process. According to the pyrometallurgical process route, in this paper, a suitable slag design for
the generation of slag enriched by lithium and mixed cobalt, nickel, and copper alloy as intermediate
products in a laboratory electric arc furnace was investigated. Smelting experiments were carried out
using pyrolyzed pelletized black mass, copper(II) oxide, and different quartz additions as a flux to
investigate the influence on lithium-slagging. With the proposed smelting operation, lithium could be
enriched with a maximum yield of 82.4% in the slag, whereas the yield for cobalt, nickel, and copper in
the metal alloy was 81.6%, 93.3%, and 90.7% respectively. The slag obtained from the melting process
is investigated by chemical and mineralogical characterization techniques. Hydrometallurgical
treatment to recover lithium is carried out with the slag and presented in part 2.
Keywords: lithium-ion battery; recycling; cobalt; nickel; circular economy; lithium minerals; lithium
slag characterization; thermochemical modeling; critical raw materials; smelting

1. Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are currently considered as one of the most important energy storage
systems, which is reflected in a wide range of applications, especially for portable devices [1–7].
Due to the extensive electrification expected in the field of electromobility, batteries will have another
key role in the future, ensuring the transition towards a climate neutral economy [8]. In addition to
the implementation of electromobility and their widespread use for portable applications, lithium-ion
batteries are also indispensable as intermediate storage for the stabilization of decentralized power
systems [2–5,9,10]. Compared to other battery types, LIBs have advantageous technical properties that
substantiate their dominance as energy storage systems, including, e.g., high energy density and low
self-discharge [10,11].
As a result of increasing applications of lithium-ion batteries, a significantly higher demand for
batteries containing critical or strategic raw materials, such as cobalt, lithium, and nickel, is to be
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expected. Those crucial metals are only available in limited quantities and currently obtained mainly
from primary sources [2]. Recycling is an essential aspect of closing the entire substance cycle of
LIBs and securing the supply of raw materials for new battery production. To meet the increasing
demand for strategic metals, the development of a raw-material recycling economy, in addition to
the expansion of mining capacities, is therefore unavoidable [5].
In the European Union, Directive 2006/66/EC applies to the recycling of LIBs, which has been
implemented into national law in Germany by the Battery Law (BattG). This directive requires
the recycling of fifty percent of the average weight of used batteries, including spent LIBs [12].
The extensive recycling of battery components that exceed the recycling quota of fifty percent is of
central importance to ensure the supply of materials for the new battery production and consequently
the transition to a climate-neutral economy. This also requires a consideration of battery components
such as lithium.
Although lithium does not represent a critical metal, its recovery, especially regarding future battery
systems, where lithium will be manifested as an indispensable cathode component, becomes essential.
In the field of battery recycling, research projects have been carried out for several years dealing
with both single and combined mechanical, pyrometallurgical and hydrometallurgical processes as
well as pyrolysis to recover battery components [5,10,11,13–23]. However, the focus is set mainly
on critical and valuable metals, which is the reason why lithium as a component has not been
sufficiently considered [24]. Overall, the recovery of lithium from active material has not been solved
satisfactorily since the recovery is made more difficult by the ignoble character of the metal. Currently,
only one percent of the total end-of-life lithium is recycled [25,26]. In pyrometallurgical processes,
lithium is converted into slag, which is either used as a construction material, undergoes further
hydrometallurgical treatment, or can be sold, e.g., for the cement industry [27]. Hydrometallurgical
processes allow lithium to be recovered from black mass, for example as lithium carbonate [28].
Within the scope of this work, a combined pyro- and hydrometallurgical process was designed,
which enables a complete recovery of the valuable metals present in the black mass of spent LIBs.
In a first process step, the production of artificial lithium concentrates will enable the recovery of
lithium, while more precious components, such as cobalt and nickel, can be recovered via the generated
metal alloy.
To obtain a maximized lithium yield through a combined pyro- and hydrometallurgical process,
in this study the preconditions of lithium-containing slag for the subsequent hydrometallurgical
recovery are designed. This slag design aims to ensure a stable process in the presence of varying metal
contents in the black mass resulting from fluctuating scrap input materials. A comparable approach
was followed by Georgi-Maschler et al. [29], whereby the deviation in the present study is a slag design
adapted to the subsequently performed hydrometallurgy. Additionally, a different slag system was
used to generate a SiO2 -Al2 O3 -Li2 O slag. A delimitation is also given by the addition of copper oxide,
which enables the use of excess graphite in the black mass as a reducing agent.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Used Materials
The black mass used as initial material for pyrometallurgical treatment was provided by
Accurec Recycling GmbH (Germany). To obtain the pelletized black mass for subsequent
pyrometallurgical treatment it has to pass several pretreatment process steps which are shown
in Figure 1. In the dismantling step, a manual removal of Cu cables, the steel casing, plastics,
and electrical components is implemented. The subsequent pyrolysis step enables a deactivation of
batteries and vaporization of the electrolyte. At last, the pyrolyzed batteries pass further mechanical
treatment steps, such as comminution and sieving to separate the coarse fraction from the black
mass-containing fine fraction <100 µm, which is further pelletized and applied as raw material for
the electric arc furnace (EAF) smelting process.
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Figure 1. Schematic process flow sheet for black mass pellet generation.

The pelletized black mass was analyzed with a “Spectro CIROS Vision” inductively coupled
plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) made by “SPECTRO Analytical Instruments GmbH,
Kleve, Germany”. All ICP-OES measurements were carried out twice. Carbon analysis was carried out
with an “ELTRA CS 2000” system made by “ELTRA GmbH, Haan, Germany” based on a combustion
method. Carbon measurements were carried out three times per sample. Table 1 shows mean value
of the analysis of the received black mass and the standard deviation of the sample set (Std. Dev.).
Regarding the composition of pelletized black mass, the high cobalt content compared to manganese
and nickel content must be emphasized. Further elements like halogens or phosphorus in the initial
resource were not analyzed.
Table 1. Composition of the black mass in wt.% analyzed by ICP-OES and combustion.
Compound

Co

Fe

Mn

Al

Cu

Si

Zn

Ni

Ag

Li

C

Mean
Std. Dev.

22.0
0.14

6.51
0.12

0.75
0.00

3.88
0.05

4.69
0.02

0.37
0.07

0.11
0.00

2.71
0.04

0.32
0.01

2.24
0.02

20.5
0.27

Commercial grade quartz from “Quarzwerke GmbH, Frechen, Germany” was used as a flux in
this research with a SiO2 -content above 98 wt.%. Copper(II) oxide from “Lomberg GmbH, Oberhausen,
Germany” was used with a CuO-content above 98.9 wt.%. For calculations and simulations, the SiO2
and CuO contents of those raw materials were assumed to be 100 wt.%.
2.2. Thermochemical Modeling
Thermochemical modeling was carried out using the “Equilib-module” of FactSageTM 7.3 [30] to
simulate the smelting process step. The influence of fluxing the black mass with SiO2 , Al2 O3 and CaO
and mixtures of those oxides on the lithium-slagging were investigated. Furthermore, the influence of
the process temperature was studied. The distribution of lithium in the process was investigated in
detail for varying amounts of SiO2 -additions.
The databases FactPS, FToxid and SGTE 2014 were used [30]. The FToxid database was used
for oxidic solid solutions, the FToxid-SLAGA phase and pure oxides, the FactPS database was used
for pure substances, while duplicates already included in the FToxid phase were excluded from
the FactPS database, the liquid alloy phase from the SGTE 2014 database was used. Due to the fact that
the FToxid-SLAGA solution does not contain lithium components in the original model, liquid lithium
oxide, silicates, aluminate, and carbonate were merged into the solution model and treated as an ideal
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solution, therefore the activity coefficient is assumed to be one, which is not realistic and is one of
the limitations of this model. In the “compound species” selection, the “ideal” option was used for
the gas phase. In all cases, the normal equilibrium was calculated, the pressure was set to be one
atmosphere and the molar volume of solids and liquids was assumed to be zero.
To simulate the change in Gibbs energy for reactions of pure substances, the “Reaction-module”
of FactSageTM 7.3 with the database FactPS was used [30]. As a step size, 10 K was used and involved
in the reaction was always the most stable form of a compound at any given temperature.
A solidification simulation of the slag based on the analyzed composition of the slag was carried
out using FactSageTM 7.3 [30]. As only the slag was of interest for this step, only the FactPS and FToxid
database [30] were used, the other settings were the same compared to the smelting simulation.
The Scheil-Gulliver cooling model was used, therefore, after each temperature step solidified species
are excluded from the total mass balance and equilibrium. The starting temperature was set to be
the temperature, where no solids were present and only the slag phase occurred, the cooling step rate
was defined as five Kelvin in the program. Transition metal oxides and oxides of minor elements were
neglected in the solidification simulation, and therefore only the following oxides were included in
the simulation: Li2 O, SiO2 , Al2 O3 , MgO, CaO, and BaO.
2.3. Smelting Trials in an Electric Arc Furnace
Smelting experiments were carried out in a direct-current (DC) electric arc furnace with a
voltage between zero and eighty volt and a current between zero and thousand amperes. Therefore,
the maximum power is eighty kilowatts. The power is infinitely variable, while the voltage is dependent
on the electrical resistance of the charge and the furnace itself. The electrical current is therefore
controlled by the operating system according to the set power. The position of the top electrode can be
adjusted with a hydraulic system. A schematic sketch of the furnace and a picture of the furnace in
operation is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Laboratory electric arc furnace: (a) Schematic concept of the furnace; (b) tapping of the furnace
after an experiment.

The smelting operation was carried out in a high-purity graphite crucible with an inner diameter
of 120 mm. The volume of the crucible was 2 L. The graphite top electrode had a diameter of 50 mm
and was immersed in the slag during smelting. Before the trial, the crucible was heated to roughly
1000 ◦ C. Fluxes, copper(II) oxide and pelletized black mass were feed simultaneously by hand. Thereby,
3.5 kg of black mass was smelted per trial, whereas the flux-addition was varied. The copper(II) oxide
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addition was also varied within the trials, as the influence of the CuO-addition can vary from trial to
trials. It was planned, that CuO reacts with excess carbon from the black mass, but as CuO can also
react with carbon monoxide in ascending gases [31] as shown in Equations (1) and (2) or with graphite
from the crucible or electrode, a controlled CuO-addition is difficult and therefore the CuO-addition
was adjusted during the trial, based on the visual appearance of the slag. If excess graphite was floating
on the slag, additional CuO was added.
CuO(s) + CO(g) ⇋ Cu2 O(s) + CO2(g)

(1)

Cu2 O(s) + CO(g) ⇋ 2Cu(s) + CO2(g)

(2)

The smelting temperature was 1600 ◦ C in every trial with an estimated accuracy of ±25 ◦ C.
The temperature in the slag was measured discontinuously with type B thermocouple immersion
probes made by “Heraeus Electro-Nite GmbH & Co. KG, Hagen, Germany”.
The feeding time was between 90 and 110 min. After the material was completely charged into
the furnace, the melt was kept at a constant temperature for ten minutes to allow further reactions
between the slag and metal. Slag samples were taken during the holding time with a cold cast-iron
rod, the chemical composition of the solidified slag was then analyzed. Samples for mineralogical
and chemical investigation were taken from the bulk slag phase after each trial. After the holding
time, the melt was either poured into a cast-iron-mould, as can be seen in Figure 2, or the melt was
kept in the crucible and furnace. This was done to investigate the effect of the cooling rate on the slag
mineralogy. The cooling rate for tapped trials is significantly higher, compared to the trials which
solidified in the furnace since the refractory material of the furnace is also heated up during the trial
and is working as further heat insulation and heat storage. Metal alloys from two trials were analyzed
after solidification and a remelting operation.
3. Results
Results obtained from the thermochemical simulation are described in this section and the results
of the smelting trials, including chemical and mineralogical investigations of the obtained slag and an
exemplary chemical analysis of the metal phases obtained from two trials. Off-gas and dust is not
analyzed from the trials.
3.1. Results of Thermochemical Modeling
A thermochemical simulation is carried out with the program FactSageTM [30] to determine
possible process conditions, which increase the amount of lithium being transferred into the slag.
The influence of various oxide additions and the melt temperature are considered as the main variable
parameters. Furthermore, the stability of lithium components is investigated and the distribution of
lithium into different phases occurring in the process is shown in detail for one slag system.
3.1.1. Influence of Different Oxidic Fluxes on the Lithium Slagging
To investigate the effect of different oxides on the lithium slagging, a thermochemical simulation
was carried out at a constant temperature of 1600 ◦ C and a constant addition of copper(II) oxide of
65 g per 100 g of black mass with the composition listed in Table 1. The CuO-addition was set to 65 g,
because at 1600 ◦ C, in the absence of fluxes, there was still solid carbon present in the system, which is
always the case in the laboratory trials, due to the contact of the graphite crucible and the graphite
electrode with the molten phases. An additional amount of 12.09 g of Oxygen per 100 g of black
mass was added to the solution, based on the assumption that the lithium is present as LiCoO2 in
the material and that leftover cobalt, nickel, and manganese are present as a divalent metal oxide.
The lithium slagging in this work is defined, as the amount of lithium present in the slag and any
occurring solid lithium aluminate or aluminosilicate in relation to the lithium input. This assumption
was made, as the regular slag solution model does not contain lithium compounds and therefore,
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the slag could be completely molten, even if solid lithium compounds occur according to the simulation.
Equation (3) is used to calculate the slagging.
Li − slagging = 100% ·

mLiSlag +mLiSolids
mLiBlack mass

(3)

Figure 3 shows the results of the simulation. Only Al2 O3 , CaO, SiO2 were investigated in
this simulation and mixtures of those oxides. Binary mixtures contained 50 wt.% of each oxide
and ternary mixtures contained 33.333 wt.% of each oxide. The step size of the flux addition was 1.5 g
per 100 g black mass.

Figure 3. Influence of fluxing on the Li-slagging at 1600 ◦ C with an addition of 65 g CuO per 100 g
black mass.

According to the simulation, a CaO-addition above 6 g will lead to a saturation of the slag
and the presence of solid CaO. An Al2 O3 -addition above 9 g will also lead to a saturation of the slag
and the presence of solid Al2 O3 . Therefore, the addition of those fluxes is not investigated further
the point of saturation.
Al2 O3 and SiO2 improve the lithium slagging in every investigated combination, while pure
CaO is the only investigated flux, which decreases the lithium slagging. This could be explained
by the lower lithium solubility in CaO-slag systems [32]. An addition of more fluxes is beneficial to
achieve a higher slagging of lithium, except for lime, where the slagging increases after an addition of
1.5 g CaO and starts to decrease with higher additions again. More than 90% of slagging is obtained,
if more than 22.5 g of SiO2 , 9 g of Al2 O3 , or more than 16.5 g of an Al2 O3 -SiO2 mixture is added.
3.1.2. Influence of the Process Temperature on the Lithium Slagging
The previous investigated fluxes and mixtures were simulated at different temperatures to
investigate the influence of the temperature on the lithium slagging. Pure CaO is already excluded as a
possible flux, due to a decrease in lithium slagging accompanied by an addition of CaO according to
Figure 3. A constant addition of 21 g fluxes per 100 g black mass was investigated while maintaining
the other parameters constant compared to the previous simulation. The step size was 50 ◦ C.
Figure 4 shows the results of that simulation.
Two slag system showed solid species at lower temperatures in this simulation. An addition of
Al2 O3 leads to solid Al2 O3 at temperatures below 1650 ◦ C and the mixture of Al2 O3 -SiO2 leads to
solid Al2 O3 at temperatures below 1550 ◦ C, therefore, those results are excluded. In all cases, a lower
smelting temperature leads to lower lithium losses into the gas and metal. The highest lithium slagging
is obtained by an addition of SiO2 at 1500 ◦ C with a lithium slagging of 98.3%, followed by an addition
of an Al2 O3 -SiO2 mixture at 1550 ◦ C with a lithium slagging of 97.3%. The mixtures containing CaO are
inferior compared to SiO2 , Al2 O3 , and the mixture of those oxides, especially at higher temperatures,
where the disadvantage of CaO becomes obvious.
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Figure 4. Influence of temperature on the Li-slagging using 21 g of fluxes and 65 g of CuO per 100 g
black mass.

3.1.3. Theoretical Stability of Lithium Minerals
The positive influence of Al2 O3 and SiO2 can be explained, by the change of Gibbs energy for
reactions including one mole Li2 O with SiO2 , Al2 O3 or both. Figure 5 shows the change of Gibbs
energy of reactions for lithium minerals available in the FactSageTM databases [30] dependent on
the temperature.

Figure 5. Simulated change of Gibbs energy for the reaction of lithium oxide with alumina,
silica and alumina and silica.

As Delta G◦ of the reactions presented in Figure 5 is always negative in the investigated temperature
range, those reactions would occur spontaneously, if all reactants are available for reactions. The lithium
aluminosilicates have lower Delta G◦ values compared to the silicates and the aluminate and should
therefore be more dominant in the slag, however, this depends also on the composition of the slag
and other elements, which could react with alumina or silica, as only the elements listed in each
reaction are considered. Changes in the slope of a graph are normally accompanied by phase transition.
However, the dataset for lithium aluminosilicates only contains those in the solid-state, whereas for
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silicates and aluminates also liquid phases are included in the database. Table 2 lists the investigated
lithium-containing silicates, aluminates, and aluminosilicates from Figure 5. Included in the table is
the transition temperature from the low-temperature modification to the high-temperature modification,
if available and also the melting point, if available in the dataset. Furthermore, the lithium content for
stoichiometric compounds is listed.
Table 2. Theoretical transition temperatures of selected lithium compound and lithium content
according to FactSageTM [30].
Compound Formula

Name According to Database

Solid Transition

Melting Point

Li-Content in wt.%

(Li2 O)2 (SiO2 )
LiAlO2
Li2 SiO3
Li2 Si2 O5
(Li2 O)(Al2 O3 )(SiO2 )4
LiAlSiO4
LiAlSi2 O6
LiAlSi4 O10

Lithium Orthosilicate
Lithium Aluminium Oxide
Lithium Silicate
Lithium Silicate
Spodumene
Eucryptite
Spodumene
Petalite

935.85 ◦ C
736.46 ◦ C
1026.85 ◦ C
720.04 ◦ C
-

1254.85 ◦ C
1699.85 ◦ C
1200.85 ◦ C
1033.85 ◦ C
-

23.17
10.53
15.43
9.25
3.73
5.51
3.73
2.27

To avoid lithium losses due to fuming, the stability of pure lithium compounds was evaluated
against volatilization. Therefore, the activity of the gas phase above pure lithium compounds listed in
Table 2 was investigated for varying temperatures at a constant pressure of one atmosphere. The step
size was 5 ◦ C. For the simulation, only the listed lithium compound was allowed to form as condensed
phases for each curve. There were no restrictions on the gaseous components which could form.
Figure 6 shows the results of this model for seven lithium compounds.

Figure 6. Activity of the gas phase in equilibrium with pure lithium compounds.

The higher the activity, the more likely it is, that a component is volatilized. As the activity is
always below one, no gas was formed in equilibrium in absence of other components, however, in an
open smelting process, there will always be an atmosphere above the charge or the molten phases,
which would allow the uptake of lithium from the slag or solid lithium components. The figure
shows that the lithium silicates are more likely to be volatilized while increasing silicon contents in
the silicates decrease the activity of the gas phase. The aluminosilicates are more stable. However,
a lower silicon content is beneficial in this case. The most stable compound is lithium aluminate
according to the simulation.
3.1.4. Detailed Investigation of the Addition of Quartz as a Flux
Due to the abilities of quartz to promote the slagging of lithium and the prospect of lower
possible smelting temperatures according to the findings in Figures 3 and 4, the behavior of lithium
while varying the quartz addition was investigated further in a simulation presented in Figure 7.
The CuO-addition was again fixed with 65 g per 100 g black mass. As a temperature, 1600 ◦ C was chosen.
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The step-size was decreased to an addition of one gram of quartz per 100 g black mass. Even though
a lower temperature should increase the slagging of lithium and should be possible according to
the simulation shown in Figure 4, a higher temperature was chosen as slags show lower viscosities at
higher temperatures and therefore valuable metal losses due to entrained metal droplets in the slag
should be lower at higher temperatures. Liquid lithium components in the figure are all merged as
ideal solutions into the slag model FactSageTM [30]. The combined amount of lithium in this idealized
slag phase is expressed by the black dashed line. The solid black line is expressing the combined
lithium slagging as calculated by Equation (3). Lithium contained in the gas phase is considered as a
loss. Also, lithium contained in the two metal phases is considered as lost. According to the simulation,
two immiscible metal phases are formed. Those are named “Copper”-phase and “Cobalt”-phase,
which is in both cases the element with the highest concentration in the metal, accompanied by other
mostly metallic elements as well.

Figure 7. Distribution of lithium into different phases occurring in the process at 1600 ◦ C with a
CuO-addition of 65 g per 100 g black mass.

Lithium losses decrease while adding more quartz as a flux. Most lithium is lost due to volatilization
into the gas phase, also the copper phase contains significant amounts of lithium, while losses into
the cobalt phase are less significant. This can be explained by the higher amount of copper produced
in the process compared to cobalt. Even though the lithium content in the cobalt phase is higher than
in the copper phase. For example, an addition of 20 g quartz leads to a lithium content of 0.24 wt.% in
the cobalt phase and 0.19 wt.% in the copper phase. The simulation predicts a completely molten slag
for additions between 6 g and 25 g. Additions below 6 g led to solid LiAlO2 and additions above 25 g
led to solid lithium aluminosilicate. Most lithium in the slag is present as liquid lithium silicate or
liquid lithium aluminate. The content of lithium oxide and carbonate is rather small and decreases
with increasing quartz additions even further. Even though a dataset for solid LiAlSi2 O6 is available in
the database, it does not appear in the simulation as a stable phase, instead, an equilibrium involving
LiAlSiO4 and LiAlSi4 O10 can be observed for additions of 46 g up to 65 g of quartz.
As indicated by Figures 3, 4 and 7, slagging of lithium can be increased by adding quartz, however,
the lithium content in the occurring lithium phases decreases with increasing quartz additions.
To ease the lithium recovery from the slag, a high lithium content in the lithium minerals is beneficial.
Figure 8 shows the lithium slagging calculated by Equation (3) and the lithium content in the slag for
various temperatures and quartz additions. Furthermore, the SiO2 -content in the slag is displayed.
Solid lithium minerals are assumed to be part of the slag, they are therefore added to the amount of
slag generated and also the lithium and silicon in solid lithium minerals are included in the calculation.
The step size of the simulation is 1.5 g of quartz addition.
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Figure 8. Influence of temperature and quartz addition on the SiO2 - and Li-content in slag and Li-slagging
with a CuO-addition of 65 g per 100 g black mass.

Especially at temperatures above 1700 ◦ C, the SiO2 -content only increases slowly while adding
quartz. Due to the reductive conditions in the process, silicon is reduced into the metal phase and is not
incorporated into the slag at higher temperatures until the leftover graphite is completely consumed.
At 1800 ◦ C quartz additions over 4.5 g are necessary to obtain a liquid slag, therefore, the data points
below 4.5 g are excluded from the diagram. As already seen before, the lithium slagging is increased
while adding quartz. The lithium content in the slag also starts to increase while adding quartz but
decreases with further additions of quartz in every case. This dilution occurs already after additions of
3 g quartz at 1500 ◦ C, higher temperatures shift the position of the highest lithium content in the slag
to higher quartz additions. For a temperature of 1600 ◦ C, which was already investigated in detail in
Figure 7, a quartz addition of 10 g or more should be investigated further, as the lithium slagging is
relatively high with 77%. The lithium content in the slag is 11.9 wt.% in this case. Further additions
would still increase the lithium slagging but also decrease the lithium content. For example, an addition
of 20 g quartz increases the lithium slagging to 84.5% while decreasing the lithium content slightly
to 11.1 wt.%. Above an addition of 20 g, the lithium content decreases more rapidly. Also, it seems
that the lowest shown temperature would lead to the lowest lithium content in the slag for quartz
additions above 16.5 g, this can be explained by the already mentioned reduction of SiO2 at higher
temperatures according to the simulation and therefore, the slag at 1500 ◦ C would be more diluted
by SiO2 . If the SiO2 -reduction is as strong as predicted by the model is uncertain, FactSageTM [30]
calculates the equilibrium at a constant temperature for all phases, but in direct current electric arc
furnaces, the slag temperature is higher than the metal temperature, due to the higher electrical
resistance of the slag compared to the metal [33]. The result can be a significantly lower silicon content
in the metal compared to the predicted model, which was already observed in previous trials carried
out in the laboratory scale electric arc furnace used in this study [34].
Influences of the investigated parameters on the metal recovery were not shown here, as the yield
for nickel, cobalt and copper are sufficient in every simulated parameter combination. The lowest
yields for nickel, cobalt and copper are 99.95%, 99.91%, and 98.75% respectively. Whereas the mean
value of the yields based on 1029 simulated parameter combinations is 99.99%, 99.96%, 99.60%.
3.2. Results of Smelting Trials in an Electric Arc Furnace
The analysis of the smelting trials includes a mass balance of the solid obtained products (metal
and slag), the chemical analysis of both immiscible metal phases for one sample, the detailed chemical
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composition of all slag samples and a detailed mineralogical investigation of the slag, carried out by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman analysis.
3.2.1. Mass Balance
Every trial was carried out with an input mass of 3500.0 g pelletized black mass pellets.
The additions of quartz and CuO are presented in Table 3. Those components are the only additional
inputs into the process. The weight of metal and slag after a manual separation is also listed in Table 3.
It was not possible to obtain the mass of flue dust or gas during the trials. Instead, the total weight
loss is included in the table and an adjusted weight loss, under the assumption, that oxygen bound to
cobalt, copper and nickel and carbon from the black mass is subtracted from the weight loss, as those
components leave the system as off-gas. Furthermore, the trial number is included in the table, which
is consistently used in all tables and figures in this paper and the solidification method, as the melt is
either poured into a cast iron mould or solidified in the graphite crucible after the trial.
Table 3. Input and output mass of the trials.
Trial No.

Black Mass in g

1
2
3
4
5
6

3500.0
3500.0
3500.0
3500.0
3500.0
3500.0

Addition in g Per 100 g
Black Mass
SiO2
CuO
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
10.0
10.0

95.0
90.0
80.0
65.0
92.3
96.3

Solidification Condition

Metal in g

Slag in g

Weight
Loss in %

Adjusted Weight
Loss in %

Mould
Crucible
Crucible
Mould
Mould
Crucible

3462.6
3511.9
3080.0
2958.3
3393.8
3401.4

1015.6
1246.8
992.7
851.1
742.2
714.0

40.5
35.3
47.3
41.2
41.6
43.0

18.9
13.7
25.0
19.4
19.0
20.4

Even the adjusted weight loss is considerably high, which could be due to losses of material as
dust, volatilization of further components from the input materials or reduction of oxidic material
in the charge not included in the corrected weight loss. Furthermore, slag samples taken during
the holding time are not included in the mass balance and in the analysis of the trials. Two samples
were taken per trial during the holding time with a mass of roughly 10 g per sample. This results in an
error of the slag mass between 1.5% and 3.0%, the influence on the weight loss is considerably lower,
compared to the total input mass between 6475 g and 7525 g. Besides the weight loss due to the slag
samples, the higher share of the adjusted weight loss is due to dust consumed by the off-gas system,
before the material could react with the molten metal or slag phase. Those losses are not quantifiable
and cannot be avoided, because the furnace has to be used with off-gas suction at all times. Even in
a technical-scale electric arc furnace, for a trial with 350 kg roasted black mass, it was not possible
to obtain the whole flue dust, as part of the dust is always attached to off-gas pipes or gas cleaning
equipment [29].
3.2.2. Slag Composition
The slag is the product of main interest in this investigation and was therefore investigated
thoroughly. Table 4 lists the chemical composition of the bulk slag phase after the trials, samples
taken during the holding time and minor elements analyzed in the bulk slag are only listed in
the Supplementary Material. A “Spectro ARCOS” ICP-OES made by “SPECTRO Analytical Instruments
GmbH, Kleve, Germany” was used to analyze the cobalt, nickel, lithium and copper content of slag
samples. All ICP-OES measurements were carried out twice. The chemical composition of slag samples
was analyzed using a wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF) “AxiosmAX ”
made by “Malvern Panalytical B.V., Almelo, Netherlands”. The samples were ground, sieved to
a grain size below 63 µm and analyzed as fused-cast beads with the wide range oxide (WROXI)
calibration from “Malvern Panalytical”. The measured results were all in the calibrated composition
area. All measurements were carried out twice. Carbon and sulfur analysis were carried out with an
“ELTRA CS 2000” system made by “ELTRA GmbH, Haan, Germany” based on a combustion method.
Carbon and sulfur measurements were carried out three times per sample.
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Table 4. Chemical analysis of bulk slag generated in the trials.
Trial No.

Mass in g

Li

1015.6
1246.8
992.7
851.1
742.2
714.0

5.53
5.18
5.84
6.24
6.77
7.40

Method
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cu
Co
ICP-OES

Composition in wt.%
Ni
C
SiO2
Combustion

0.23
1.4
0.39
0.40
0.35
0.10

0.01
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.01

0.09
1.44
0.41
0.25
0.07
0.06

0.029
0.035
0.120
0.285
0.238
0.184

56.2
53.4
49.7
46.5
43.1
41.8

Al2 O3 Fe2 O3
XRF
22.0
20.2
27.1
30.2
32.2
33.4

0.52
2.25
0.67
0.22
0.31
0.14

Mn3 O4

BaO

2.25
2.23
1.69
0.84
2.12
0.70

0.57
0.50
0.69
0.76
0.87
0.83

The trial numbers are sorted, starting with the highest silicon content in the slag and decreasing
in silicon content. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the sample set was determined and shown
in Supplementary Table S3.
Obvious is the deviation in the copper- and cobalt content for the slag from trial number 2.
The other samples show a significantly lower content of those metals. Probably, the CuO-addition
was slightly too high in trial 2, even though the CuO-additions in other trials were higher, however,
the effect of the CuO-addition can vary within trials, as described in the Materials and Methods.
The copper, cobalt, nickel, iron, and manganese contents are not further discussed here, as they are
discussed in detail later in this chapter. The lithium content in the slag is quite high with values over
5% and surpasses the lithium content of pure petalite, spodumene and in most cases also eucryptite.
The lithium contents in selected minerals were already presented in Table 2. The low atomic mass of
lithium makes it difficult to obtain minerals with a high content of lithium, as the lithium concentration
is heavily diluted by other elements, which are heavier compared to lithium, like aluminum, oxygen
and silicon, even in a stoichiometric mineral. The main component of the slag is in all cases SiO2 ,
followed by Al2 O3 . Except for trial 2, a decreasing SiO2 -content leads to an increased Al2 O3 -content in
the slag. The aluminum-input comes from the black mass and is transferred into the slag. This can
be considered to be a constant input, while the SiO2 -addition was varied and the amount of silicon
transferred into the slag is also influenced by the reductive conditions during the trials. A higher
amount of silicon being transferred into the slag will, therefore, dilute the constant aluminum mass in
the slag and explains the correlation between the SiO2 - and Al2 O3 -content.
The lithium slagging was already simulated in detail and is evaluated based on experimental
trials in Figure 9. Instead of presenting each trial individually, trials 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 are
combined. The quartz addition was the same for each pair of trials, even though the CuO-addition
slightly varied for those trials. Therefore, the mean CuO-addition of two trials is listed in the figure
and the CuO-addition per trial is presented in Table 3. Furthermore, the slagging of Mn, Fe, Co, Ni,
and Cu are presented in the figure.

Figure 9. Slagging of metals observed in the laboratory-scale trials. Oxide addition in g per 100 g
black mass.
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The bars in the figure represent the mean value of two trials and the error bars represent
the slagging in the individual trials. The SiO2 -content was the same for each pair of trials, whereas
the mean value of CuO-addition is listed in Figure 9. The individual CuO-additions are listed in Table 3.
High deviations are noticeable for the cobalt-, nickel-, and copper losses for trial 1&2 as already noticed
in Table 4. The amount of cobalt, nickel and copper in the slag in relation to the input amount is 2.3%,
0.6%, and 0.7% for trial number 2. For the other trials, those values are below 0.5%, 0.5% and 0.2% for
cobalt, nickel and copper respectively, while also values under 0.1% were possible. The amount of
lithium transferred into the slag varied between 64.1% and 82.4% and is correlated with SiO2 -content
of the slag as higher SiO2 -contents yielded a higher amount of lithium being transferred into the slag.
The only other metal investigated, which was transferred into the slag with a considerable amount is
manganese with 13–76%.
As the recovery of the cobalt, copper and nickel into the metal is the clear aim of pyrometallurgical
processes, low contents of those metals in the slag are beneficial. For iron and manganese, the desired
distribution depends on the further processing of the products. If iron and manganese are considered
an impurity in the metal, high contents of those elements in the slag would be beneficial. If the slag
is treated by hydrometallurgy, those elements could be also considered an impurity in the slag.
Figure 10 shows, how selectively the valuable metals could be separated from iron and manganese
by a smelting reduction process. For this evaluation, the contents of cobalt and nickel are related
to the manganese- and iron content of the slag. The analysis of bulk slag samples presented in
Table 4 are used in addition to slag samples taken during the holding time, which are only listed in
the Supplementary Material.

Figure 10. Relations of valuable metal content in slag samples compared to iron- and manganese content.

Due to high deviations, the limited dataset consisting only of 17 samples and the varied
SiO2 -addition and CuO-addition, no interpolated graphs are presented here in the figures,
linear equations and exponential equations are however listed in the Supplementary Material including
the coefficient of determination, which is relatively low in all cases. Even if those simple models fail
to describe the relation of valuable metals to iron or manganese, it is obvious, that the content of
iron or manganese has to be considerably low to achieve high yields according to the general trend
observable. The nickel content is the lowest of the metals investigated and is always under 0.2 wt.%
and even significantly lower than 0.1 wt.% for samples with a low iron- and manganese content.
The highest cobalt content observed is 1.8 wt.%, but with decreasing iron and manganese contents,
the cobalt content decreases further and is even lower than 0.1 wt.% for samples with a low ironand manganese content. Furthermore, also the iron- and manganese content are related. Already in
this small investigated process area, a clear separation of the valuable metals nickel and cobalt from
iron and manganese is difficult. If manganese and iron should not be reduced, considerably high
losses of cobalt and nickel are expected. Instead, it seems plausible to reduce iron and manganese
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completely, to ensure high cobalt, copper and nickel yields and to generate a slag with fewer impurities,
which have to be taken care of in a hydrometallurgical purification step.
3.2.3. Metal Composition
The metal samples from trial 3 and trial 4 were melted in a resistance heated furnace, slowly solidified,
and separated by sawing to obtain homogenous samples and the weight of the individual cobaltand copper phase. This was necessary, because the crucible diameter in the electric arc furnace and in
the cast-iron-mould were too high, to allow a clear phase separation. This was mainly done for analytical
reasons. A detailed description of the second melting operation is supplied in the Supplementary
Material, together with macrographs and micrographs of the metal samples. A “Spectro ARCOS”
ICP-OES made by “SPECTRO Analytical Instruments GmbH, Kleve, Germany” was used to analyze
the metal samples. All ICP-OES measurements were carried out twice. Additional analytical results
by arc spark optical emission spectrometry and XRF are also supplied in the Supplementary Material.
After the second melting step, 62.9 wt.% of the metal can be described as a copper-rich phase and 37.1
wt.% a cobalt-rich metal phase. Figure 11 shows the chemical composition of both metal phases from
the combined melting of the samples from trial number 3 and 4. As a comparison, the results from
smelting the input mass of both trials according to Table 3 at 1600 ◦ C is modeled with FactSageTM [30]
and the chemical composition of both immiscible liquid phases is presented. A second model is derived
by excluding the slag and gas phases from the previous model and cooling the liquid metal to 1060 ◦ C,
which is the temperature at which both metal immiscible metal phases are still liquid according to
FactSageTM [30].

Figure 11. Comparison between analyzed metal composition and thermochemical model. (a): copper-rich
phase; (b): cobalt-rich phase.

The results from the trials do not show a general alignment with the simulation, which makes a
prediction solely based on a simulation difficult to evaluate the metal quality and underlines the necessity
of experimental trials. Some elements differ significantly from both models, some elements show
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better alignment with the model at 1600 ◦ C and for others, the model 1060 ◦ C shows better results.
In all cases, the silicon-, and lithium content is higher according to the model. The copper- and cobalt
content in the copper phase is better described by the model at 1060 ◦ C, whereas the manganeseand nickel content is better described by the model at 1600 ◦ C, iron is significantly differing from both
models. The copper-, cobalt- and nickel content in the cobalt-rich alloy is better described by the model
at 1600 ◦ C, whereas the iron content is better described with the model at 1060 ◦ C. The measured
manganese content is significantly lower compared to both models.
The separation step was mostly carried out for analytical reasons. It could also be used as a
preconcentration step. In an industrial scale, metal and slag could be tapped separately and if the metal is
solidified slowly enough in an iron mould, separate metal phases could be obtained. However, it is also
feasible to treat water-granulated alloys containing cobalt, copper, nickel, iron and manganese [35,36].
Therefore, directly granulating the alloy obtained from a furnace could be an option as well. Based on
the analysis presented in Figure 11 and the weighed amount of each metal phase. A theoretical
composition of water granulated metal can be calculated. Table 5 shows the calculated composition
of a single-phase metal based on the analyzed metal phases, based on the individual analysis of
the samples, the calculated maximum and minimum content is listed in the table.
Table 5. Composition of quenched metal in wt.%.
Element

Cu

Co

Ni

Fe

Mn

Si

Li

wt.%

66.1–65.0

20.2–19.9

2.83–2.68

8.05–7.69

0.58–0.55

3.18–3.10

0.074–0.070

3.2.4. Distribution of Relevant Elements in the Process
Based on the results from the previous subchapters, a comparison of the distribution of elements
to each phase with the FactSageTM [30] model at 1600 ◦ C presented already in Figure 11 is shown in
Figure 12. It was not possible to obtain the flue dust in the trials. Therefore, the results from the trial do
not show the fraction going to the gas phase, theoretically, this should be the balance to 100% compared
to the amount analyzed in the slag, copper, and cobalt phase.

Figure 12. Distribution of elements in laboratory trials between, metal, slag and gas phase of Trial 3
and 4 (left bars) combined, compared with the thermochemical simulation (right bars).

As the simulated metal composition for both metal phases differs from experimental trials as
shown by Figure 11 and was already discusses, it is not further discussed here, instead, the slag phase
is considered in detail.
The results for cobalt, copper, nickel, and iron are similar, as losses to the slag phase are not
observed from the experiments and neither predicted by the model. Further, 81.6% of cobalt could be
identified in the products, as 73.0% is present in the cobalt-rich phase and 8.2% in the copper-phase,
while the remaining amount of cobalt in the slag is considerably low with 0.4%. The model predicts
that cobalt is only distributed between the metal phases and no losses occur to the gas- or slag phase.
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82.8% of the copper is present in the copper phase and 10.5% in the cobalt phase, while the loss in
the slag is 0.2%. In total, 93.5% of copper is in solid products. The model does not show any copper
losses to the slag and 0.2% of copper losses into the gas phase. 91.1% of nickel is present in the solid
products, whereas 29.9% of Nickel is in the copper phase, 60.8% is in the cobalt phase and 0.4% in
the slag. The model shows no nickel losses. The iron analysis shows an unphysical result with 109.2%
of iron in the solid products this could be due to inhomogeneous analyzed samples or inaccuracies
with the input analyses. 9.3% of iron is present in the copper phase, 98.6% in the cobalt phase and 1.3%
in the slag phase. According to the model, 0.04% is lost into the slag and 0.01% is lost into the gas
phase. Manganese is the first element, with a significant distribution between all three molten phases,
99.8% of manganese is obtained in the solid samples, 51.5% in the copper phase, 15.5% in the cobalt
phase and 32.8% in the slag. The model shows, that 28.3% of manganese is transferred to the slag
and 1.32% to the gas phase. 73.7% of lithium is transferred to the solid products. Most of the lithium is
transferred to the slag, 70.8% is enriched in that phase. 1.6% and 1.2% is present in the copper phase
and cobalt phase, respectively. The model predicts 2.96% of the lithium in the copper phase, 1.52% in
the cobalt phase and 92.01% in the slag phase, while the rest is lost to the gas. 89.9% of silicon could be
identified in the products. 61.1% is in the slag phase, 7.8% in the copper phase and 21.0% in the cobalt
phase. This differs significantly from the model, which predicts only 38.97% of the silicon in the slag
phase, 27.98% in the copper phase, 32.46% in the cobalt phase and 0.58% in the gas. This proves
the previous assumption, that the model predicts a higher degree of silicon reduction for DC electric
arc furnace processes.
Except for iron and manganese, a considerable amount of the other elements is lost in the trials
and cannot be identified in the solid products. Volatilization of cobalt, nickel and copper seems to
be rather unlikely, to explain those losses. An explanation for this could be that, during charging of
the material, fine material was directly taken by the off-gas suction of the furnace without reacting.
Either by charging the material more carefully, which is not possible in the laboratory scale as material
falls directly into the turbulent zone of the furnace or by recirculating flue dust, higher yields for
valuable metals, and higher lithium slagging could be possible at a larger scale.
3.2.5. Qualitative X-ray Diffraction Phase Analysis of Slag
Qualitative X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out and is presented in Figure 13. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) of slag samples was carried out using a powder diffractometer “STADI P” made by
“Stoe&Cie GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany”, equipped with a copper anode (40 kV, 30 mA). A Germanium
monochromator was applied to use the Kα1-radiation (wavelength: 1.540598 Å) for analysis. The scan
range per sample was from 1.324◦ to 116.089◦ and the measuring time was two hours. “Match! 3.9.0.158”
was used for evaluation of the pattern. Reference patterns were obtained from the “Crystallography
Open Database”. The version “COD-Inorg REV218120 2019.09.10” was used [37–42].
No background subtraction or smoothing of raw data was applied. For visual reasons, minor peaks
of the identified minerals were indexed with vacant symbols, while the indices of the strongest peaks
of each mineral are filled with color. The reference card information is supplied in the Supplementary
Material. The trial numbers are the same used already in Table 3. Therefore, starting with the highest
silicon content in the slag for trial 1 and decreasing in silicon content. Trial numbers 1, 4, and 5 are
poured into a cast iron mould after the trial and trials 2, 3, and 6 are solidified in the crucible after
the trial with a significantly lower cooling rate.
Even though the cooling condition was varied, no significant influence on the pattern is visible
by comparing the trials 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6, which have a similar composition and variable
cooling conditions.
Four minerals were identified in the samples, γ-lithium aluminate, lithium metasilicate and two
lithium aluminum silicates. Furthermore, at least one mineral is present in the slags 4, 5 and 6,
which could not be identified, since peaks at for example 21.4◦ , 31.2◦ , 31.7◦ , 45.3◦ , and 45.9◦ are not
described by the previous minerals.
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Figure 13. XRD-patterns of slag samples originated from the trials.

Lithium metasilicate is present in all samples, except for trial 5. Trial 6 contains even less silicon,
but lithium metasilicate is present in that sample, even though the peak intensity is quite low compared
to the slag 1, 2, 3, and 4.
γ-LiAlO2 is present in sample 4, 5, and 6. A trend can be observed, as the peak intensity of
γ-LiAlO2 decreases with increasing content of silicon in the slag until it is not present in the slags 1, 2,
and 3.
In all cases, the most intense peak belongs to the phases indexed as LiAlSiO4 or LiAlSi2 O6 .
Three possible candidates were examined, beta-spodumene with a tetragonal crystal system and a
P43 21 2 space group with a simplified formula of LiAlSi2 O6 [43]. Moreover, two different stoichiometries
from the LiAlSiO4 -SiO2 join, both with a hexagonal crystal system and a P62 22 space group [44].
Distinguishing between the two hexagonal and the tetragonal mineral is difficult since all three
minerals show the strongest peak slightly above 25◦ . In this case, the hexagonal minerals were selected
as the matching phases, since the second strongest β-spodumene peak slightly above 22.5◦ is only
observed in slag number 4, 5 and 6 and is already explained by the presence of γ-LiAlO2 . Also, several
minor peaks better fit the hexagonal LiAlSiO4 -SiO2 system as well.
The hexagonal LiAlSiO4 mineral is called β-eucryptite and is a stuffed derivate of quartz and forms
a solid-solution with SiO2 [44]. For trials 3, 4, 5, and 6 a reference card with the chemical formula
LiAlSiO4 was used, and for trial numbers 1 and 2, a reference card with the chemical formula
LiAlSi2 O6 with the same space group was used. This was done because the lithium aluminum
silicate peaks are slightly shifted to higher angles if the silicon content is increased in the slag samples.
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The same observation was already made by Xu et al. and Nakagawa et al. with synthetic samples in
the LiAlSiO4 -SiO2 solid solution system [44,45]. To examine this further, Figure 14 shows the position
of the four strongest lithium aluminum silicate peaks in the slag samples.

Figure 14. Detailed XRD-pattern of the four strongest β-eucryptite peaks.

The slags show a clear trend, that an increased SiO2 -content in the bulk slag, shifts the investigated
peaks continuously to higher angles, especially for trial 1 and 2 a significant shift can be observed.
Based on the chemical composition of the slag samples shown in Table 4, a solidification simulation
of the slag was carried out with FactSageTM [30]. Figure 15 shows the amount of lithium containing
minerals present in the slag after solidification. Minerals not containing lithium are expressed as
“others”, as those are only a minor portion of the slag.

Figure 15. Simulated mineralogical composition of the slag in wt.%.

According to the simulation, the major mineral in the slag is LiAlSiO4 , which is also observed in
the XRD-pattern. Li2 SiO3 is predicted for every sample and in addition, Li2 Si2 O5 is present for slag 1,
2 and 3. The presence of Li2 Si2 O5 could not be confirmed by the XRD-results, whereas Li2 SiO3 is
present in all analyzed slag samples, except for slag number 5. The simulation proposes, that LiAlO2 is
formed in slag 5 and 6, which have the highest aluminum content. The presence of LiAlO2 is confirmed
by XRD for those two samples, but it is also confirmed by XRD for slag 4. The XRD-results do not
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show LiAlSi4 O10 in any sample, even though the simulation predicts the presence of LiAlSi4 O10 for
slag number 1 and 2. As already predicted by the simulation of the smelting process shown in Figure 7,
no LiAlSi2 O6 is formed and instead, an equilibrium between LiAlSiO4 and LiAlSi4 O10 is predicted.
The disadvantage of the simulation is, that lithium minerals are all assumed as stoichiometric
phases and no solid solutions are available in the databases, even though the LiAlSiO4 -SiO2 solid
solution [44] is relevant for this simulation. The absence of this solid solution could be an explanation
for the predicted occurrence of Li2 Si2 O5 and LiAlSi4 O10 . Instead of those minerals with a higher silicon
content compared to LiAlSiO4 , a β-eucryptite phase with a higher silicon content than the stoichiometric
LiAlSiO4 included in the model probably has formed as indicated by Figure 14. Since the model has
to consider the leftover silicon somehow, it predicts the formation of the non-observable Li2 Si2 O5
and LiAlSi4 O10 .
3.2.6. Raman-Analysis of Slag
To verify the presence of β-eucryptite, Raman analysis was carried out using a “MA-RBE-V02”
Raman microscope with a magnification of 50 made by “Stonemaster UG, Linkenheim-Hochstetten,
Germany” equipped with an Nd-YAG laser. The used wavelength was 532 nm. The numerical aperture
was 0.55. The accuracy of the spectral data is ±2 cm−1 .
The lithium aluminosilicate system is already well studied by Raman spectroscopy due to
the importance in glass-ceramics. Raman spectroscopy can be used to distinguish the minerals in
the Li2 O-Al2 O3 -SiO2 ternary system and to measure indirectly the SiO2 -content in β-eucryptite [46–51].
A discussion about which rotational or vibrational state is responsible for a frequency band is omitted
in this research, as it is already discussed in the literature [46–51].
To distinguish the minerals β-eucryptite, β-spodumene and γ-spodumene, literature data for
peak positions and spectral characteristics are compiled in Table 6 [49,51]. Peaks below a Raman shift
of 160 cm−1 are neglected in the table.
Table 6. Reported Raman shifts in cm−1 with an accuracy of 2 cm−1 and spectral characteristics of
lithium aluminosilicates according to literature.
β-Eucryptite [51]
Raman Shift
Characteristic
187
233
282
352

m 1,2
vw
w, bd
m

466
483
636
711
762

(sh)
s
vw
w
w

987
1032
1049
1067
1086
1099

w
s
(sh)
vw
m
w

β-Spodumene [49]
Raman Shift
Characteristic
184

m1

288

w

412

w

492

s

~720
770
864
990

vw, bd
w, bd
vw, bd
(sh)

1094

γ-Spodumene [49]
Raman Shift
Characteristic

440
480

(sh) 1
s

742

vw, bd

1044

(sh)

1088

w, bd

w, bd

1

Abbreviations: v, very; w, weak; m, medium; s, strong; bd, broad; sh, shoulder; 2 Zhang et al. [51] did not list
the characteristics, therefore they are derived from the published figure.

The strongest peaks were reported for Raman shifts between 480 cm−1 and 492 cm−1 for all three
minerals presented in Table 6. Deviations useful to distinguish those minerals can be the peak at
187 cm−1 and 184 cm−1 reported for β-eucryptite and β-spodumene, respectively, and the peak at
352 cm−1 reported for β-eucryptite.
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Figure 16 shows Raman spectra of slag samples originating from the bulk slag phase after a trial.
The trial numbers used for labeling are the same used in Table 3 and Figure 13. Thereby, starting with
the highest silicon content in the slag for trial 1 and decreasing in silicon content.

Figure 16. Raman Analysis of slag samples originated from the trials.

By comparison of Figure 16 with Table 6, a strong similarity of peak positions for sample 3
to 6 with the referenced β-eucryptite can be found. Especially the strong peaks at 482–483 cm−1
and 1024–1030 cm−1 are reported in the reference as well, however the reference peak at 1032 cm−1
deviated a little bit from the measured results. Furthermore, the medium-strong peaks at 187 cm−1
and 352 cm−1 can be found with small deviations in the patterns of those trials. More difficult is
the evaluation of the patterns of trial 1 and 2. The peak at 483 cm−1 is also observed, however the other
peaks are either not detectable or only weak. Furthermore, background noises below 400 cm−1 for slag
number 2 and between 925 cm−1 and 1075 cm−1 for slag number 1 are present in the samples.
One explanation for the disappearance of peaks could be, that with an increasing silicon-content
in the slag, β-eucryptite (LiAlSiO4 ) is either replaced or partially replaced by β-spodumene (LiAlSi2 O6 )
or γ-spodumene (LiAlSi2 O6 ), where less peaks were observed in the references. As the main peak
for β-spodumene is observed at 492 cm−1 and the XRD indicates, that β-spodumene is not present in
sample 1 and 2, the presence of γ-spodumene or β-eucryptite seems more likely. However, a definite
assignment of the spectra of samples 1 and 2 is not possible, whereas the assumption of the presence of
β-eucryptite is confirmed by XRD and Raman for sample 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Similar to the peak displacement due to variations in the silicon-content already observed for
lithium aluminosilicates in the XRD-analysis, Alekseeva et al. [46] proposed a linear relationship
for the position of the Raman bands as a function of the silicon content. Those bands are the peaks
observed at roughly 483 cm−1 and between 1025 cm−1 and 1030 cm−1 in our study. In our case, the peak
at 483 cm−1 is observed at the same position for every sample besides a small deviation, which is
smaller than the accuracy of the measurement device. A SiO2 -content of 59 (±3–4) mol.% would
results in a Raman band at this position according to the linear approximation by Alekseeva et al. [46].
Since both bands have to change simultaneously and only the second band at higher Raman shifts
deviates, no definite conclusion about the silicon-content in the minerals investigated can be presented
in this paper.
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4. Discussion
In the discussion, the results are compared with similar published investigations.
One chapter is dedicated to limitations of the research carried out in this paper and future research
directions, which could be investigated even further.
4.1. Discussion of the Obtained Results with Previous Work
The comparison of previous work with the research presented in this paper is carried with a focus
on the distribution of valuable metals in the process and the mineralogical investigation of the slag.
4.1.1. Comparison of Valuable Metal Distribution during Smelting
Georgi-Maschler et al. [29] carried out smelting trials in an electric arc furnace with pyrolyzed
black mass as well, even though there are a few deviations. They used a considerably higher melting
temperature between 1700 ◦ C and 1750 ◦ C and a CaO-SiO2 slag as a flux. Also, the graphite content of
the black mass was reduced by prior thermal treatment and not utilized as a reducing agent for another
resource, as it has been done in this investigation. A cobalt yield between 60% and 100% was found in
laboratory trials and a cobalt yield of 88% in a technical-scale electric arc furnace is reported. The cobalt
yield was similar compared to the yield of 80% presented in this paper, even though Georgi-Maschler
et al. [29] reported cobalt losses of 3.1% into the slag, whereas in our findings cobalt losses into the slag
were below 0.5% except for one trial. Besides higher melting temperatures and a different slag system,
the higher amount of fluxes used by Georgi-Maschler et al. [29] could be an explanation for the higher
amount of cobalt being lost into the slag phase. The higher amount of fluxes also resulted in a relatively
low lithium content of 1.4 wt.%. in the slag phase, which is equal to 31% of the total input lithium
mass. A higher distribution of lithium into the flue dust was determined, which could be due to
the fluxing by CaO or the higher melting temperature. Both parameters decrease the amount of lithium
transferred into the slag, according to the simulation presented in chapter 3.1. Compared to the work
from Georgi-Maschler et al. [29], a higher amount of lithium transferred into the slag and a higher
lithium content in the slag could be achieved in this paper by adding quartz as the only flux. However,
in our work, it was aimed to transfer lithium into the slag, whereas Georgi-Maschler et al. [29] aimed
to enrich lithium in the flue dust. In both cases, it was not possible to only enrich lithium in either
the slag or dust and losses occurred. Therefore, either treating the dust and slag to recover lithium is
necessary or one of both by-products needs to be recirculated into the process to minimize the losses.
A more recent study by Ruismäki et al. [52] investigated an approach similar to ours to use
graphite from spent batteries as a reducing agent. They smelted a concentrate generated by froth
flotation of industrially pre-processed lithium-ion battery waste with nickel slag to reduce oxides in
the nickel slag. A cobalt yield about 93% was reported, based on the analyzed slag. This surpasses
the yield presented in this paper but can be explained by the less turbulent conditions in the laboratory
tube furnace used by Ruismäki et al. [52] compared to the electric arc furnace used in this study.
Furthermore, two different methods to calculate yields were used, which leads to different results.
The calculated yield in this paper based on the metal output can be seen as a pessimistic baseline
scenario. Yields calculated based on the losses in the slag would have been higher in this study as
well than the reported values as well. A comparison of the lithium content in the slag with the paper
of Ruismäki et al. [52] cannot be carried out, as only the lithium content in the starting mixture
with 0.88 wt.% is reported and after reducing valuable metals, higher lithium contents in their slag
seem probable.
4.1.2. Comparison of Lithium Minerals Present in Slags
Elwert et al. [53] investigated three lithium slags that originated from Umicore facilities with a
high lithium content by XRD and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). The main components of
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the slag were Al2 O3 , CaO, Li2 O and SiO2 in variable amounts. Table 7 shows the chemical composition
of the slags investigated by Elwert et al. [53].
Table 7. Composition of lithium-containing slags from Umicore in wt.% [53].
Slag System

Low Aluminium Content

High Manganese Content

High Aluminium Content

Al2 O3
CaO
Li2 O
MnO2
MgO
SiO2

33.57
23.46
11.04
0.31
5.11
21.25

44.52
16.08
8.29
9.52
1.44
17.52

47.37
23.42
8.96
0.36
2.65
12.81

The major difference is, that the slags in our investigation contain higher amounts of SiO2 compared
to Al2 O3 and the slags from the reference have higher Al2 O3 -contents compared to the SiO2 -content.
Slags from the reference also contain calcium, which is only a minor element in our study.
All three slag systems have in common, that LiAlO2 is present and that lithium aluminosilicates
could not be observed [53]. In our case, lithium aluminosilicates were present in all slags,
whereas lithium aluminates were only present in three slags with an aluminum content above
30 wt.%. Lithium silicate with a general formula of Li2 MeSiO4 was found in the low aluminum
slag [53]. In our case, Li2 SiO3 was identified with XRD for five slag samples. Further components
observed by the reference but not identified with XRD in our investigation were:
•
•
•
•
•

Gehlenite (Ca2 Al(AlSi)O7 which was identified in all slags
Merwinite (Ca3 Mg(SiO4 )2 ), which was present in the low aluminum slag and high aluminum slag
Cr-Spinel, which was present in the low aluminum and high aluminum slag
Spinels, which were present in the high manganese slag
Silico-phosphates with a high REE content, which was present in the high manganese slag

Li et al. investigated a synthetic slag with a composition of 50 wt.% SiO2 , 35 wt.% CaO, 12 wt.%
Al2 O3 and 3 wt.% Li2 O with XRD. They identified only three phases, β-spodumene, CaSiO3 and CaO [54].
Other phases were not identified, even though a considerable amount of peaks were not indexed.
Even though the presence of β-spodumene for slags from this investigation seems rather unlikely,
the lower amount of lithium in the slag produced by Li et al. [54] could be an explanation for
the occurrence of β-spodumene in their synthetic slag.
The deviations in determined slag phases in the literature and even in this study show,
how the mineralogy of the slag can be easily changed by different chemical compositions. This can have
a major influence on the leaching process, as not all lithium minerals are easily leachable. α-spodumene
for example is difficult to leach and is converted into β-spodumene prior to leaching [55–59].
4.2. Limitations of This Investigation and Future Research Directions
A limitation of the current work is the use of pure copper(II) oxide as a synthetic raw material.
This is not feasible for an industrial process and should be replaced by an oxidic raw material like ore
or oxidic industrial residues. Preferably, such a raw material contains cobalt, nickel or copper, as those
elements have to be recovered from the metal alloy anyway. Further restraints are the accompanying
elements of possible raw materials. Ideally, the raw material contains SiO2 , as the positive effect
on the lithium slagging was proven in this work or Al2 O3 since the simulation indicates a positive
effect on the lithium slagging as well. Problems could arise if lime is included in the raw material,
as the simulation shows increased lithium losses into the gas phase for lime addition.
As more than one lithium-containing mineral is present in the slag according to the XRD-analysis
and the thermochemical simulation, the leachability of the slag has to be carefully investigated. If one of
those minerals is not leachable, future slag design can not only focus on lithium slagging and the lithium
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content of the slag, as has been done in this study, it also has to focus on the formation of leachable
lithium minerals. Also, the leaching behavior of impurities needs further investigation.
Since no detailed focus was put on the metal phase in this work, future work has to consider
the recovery of metals from the produced metal alloy, either in the form of refined metal or
pure chemicals.
It is expected that the slag and the metal are both treated by hydrometallurgical methods
and the pyrometallurgical operation is used as a pre-concentration unit. Since manganese and iron could
be considered an impurity in the hydrometallurgical treatment of the slag and the metal, an evaluation
should determine, if those elements are easier to separate in the alloy processing or in the slag
processing. Ideally, manganese and iron should be recovered as well from the intermediate products.
Based on the preferred distribution of those elements for downstream processing, improvements in
the pyrometallurgical process can be investigated to enrich those elements either in the slag or in
the alloy. Options could be the adjustment of fluxes or the oxygen potential. Even though Figure 10
suggests, that a complete recovery of cobalt and nickel, while maintaining iron and manganese in
the slag is not possible, at least for the investigated slag system. A more detailed investigation
of the behavior of manganese in the process will be especially more important for newer battery
generations. The manganese and nickel content in the black mass is low compared to cobalt according
to Table 1 and as nickel-cobalt-manganese oxide (NCM) cathodes take a dominant role in the battery
industry nowadays [60], an increased nickel and manganese content in end of life black mass can be
expected in the near future.
In this project, it was only possible to analyze the metal and slag, while the flue dust could not be
collected. As considerable weight losses were observed in the process and a considerable amount of
lithium could not be identified in the obtained products, a flue dust analysis would enhance the accuracy
of the mass balance of the process. Furthermore, an analysis of the flue dust would be necessary to
evaluate whether the flue dust can be recirculated back to the electric arc furnace, or if recirculating
would lead to an enrichment of volatile elements in the process. To avoid the enrichment and circulation
of volatile elements, an additional treatment process of flue dust could be necessary.
Also not investigated was the influence and distribution of minor elements like phosphorous,
sulfur and halogens. Halogens could be of special interest as they are commonly enriched in the flue
dust in smelting processes [61,62] and halogens should not be circulated back to the smelter [63,64].
5. Conclusions
A pyrometallurgical approach was investigated to separate critical elements from pyrolyzed
lithium-ion battery black mass into intermediate products by smelting in an electric arc furnace.
A thermochemical simulation was carried out to determine a fluxing strategy. Quartz was chosen
as a flux and two different quartz additions were tested in six trials. To utilize excess graphite in
the feed material, copper(II) oxide was fed into the furnace. The graphite was therefore used as a
reducing agent in the process. Due to the experimentally proven reduction of added copper(II) oxide,
carbon from black mass was utilized as a reducing agent and could therefore be included in a recycling
efficiency calculation.
Cobalt, nickel, and copper were enriched in a mixed alloy, while lithium was concentrated
in the slag. The yield of cobalt, nickel and copper was 81.6%, 93.3%, and 90.7% respectively for
the thoroughly investigated trial with a quartz-addition of 20 g per 100 g black mass at 1600 ◦ C
based on the metal output. The reported losses for those metals into the slag were small with 0.4%,
0.2% and 0.4% respectively. Similar findings were reported by other researchers [29,52]. Besides one
trial, the losses of those valuable metals in the slag were below 1% for every trial.
An enrichment of lithium into the slag was achieved in all trials with a yield between 64.1%
and 82.4%. Lithium contents between 5.18% and 7.40% in the slag were achieved. Higher quartz
additions increased the lithium yield, but lead to a decreased lithium content in the slag. The amount
of lithium transferred into the metal alloy was below 3% compared to the lithium input.
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A considerable amount of lithium, cobalt, nickel and copper from the input feed were not found
in the slag or metal after the trials. Therefore, the assumption is made that they were lost as flue
dust. A recirculation of flue dust into the furnace could, therefore, increase the yields significantly,
as the reported losses into the slag or metal phase are considerably low. Furthermore, as the material
could only be charged in the turbulent zone of the laboratory electric arc furnace, losses due to dusting
of the input material could be mitigated at an industrial scale and increase the overall yield.
The slag was characterized by Raman and X-ray diffraction. Every investigated slag contains
lithium aluminosilicates. Lithium aluminate and lithium metasilicate are present in three respectively
five slags out of six slags in total depending on the chemical composition of the slag.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4701/10/8/1069/s1,
Figure S1: Macrographs of slag: (a) generated in trial number 5, (b) generated in trial number 6, Table S1: Chemical
Formula, mineral name and information card number, Table S2: Chemical composition of slag samples taken
during the holding time and after solidification, Table S3: Standard deviation of the chemical analyses presented in
Table 4 in the main paper in wt.%. Table S4: Linear Equations of Metal Relations in Slag Samples and Coefficient
of Determination, Table S5: Exponential Equations of Metal Relations in Slag Samples and Coefficient of
Determination, Figure S2: Macrograph of metal obtained from trial number 3, Figure S3: Macrograph of metal
obtained from trial number 4, Figure S4: Micrograph of the interface between the cobalt and copper phase of trial
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